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INTRODUCTION 
In [ES;?], the multiplicative invariant fields of a finite group G on a lattice 
were defined and studied. These fields were shown to arise in the stu 
of the usual invariant fields of semid’ products A x1 G with A finBte 
abehan. Such multiplicative invariant s also arise in the description 
[F, PI of the center of the generic divisi ebra and the center of the 
generic division algebras with involution 
In [SZ], various multiplicative invari ds were shown to be rim- 
rational using the so-called “unramified rauer group” whose 
we will soon recall. It was observed in [S2] that the unramifie 
group of the invariant field defined a subgroup of the cohomology group 
2(G, M), and it seemed as if this could hav 
cohomological description. Contained in this 
which allows us to strengthen the results of [ 
In a companion paper [S3], this aut 
of reductive groups could be viewed as a sort of rnu~t~~~i~a~ive in arlant 
field of their Weyl groups. In this generality, however, one must consider 
m~~t~~licative invariant fields where the group action is “twiste 
trivial extension of the lattice by the group of roots of unity. In 
we will define these more general mu~ti~li~at~ve invariant fields 
a formula for their unramified Brauer group. Once again, our description 
is independent of field theory or geomet and involves only the group 
cohomology of the extension mentioned a 
e more precise about our major re to recall and intro- 
* The author is grateful for support under NSF grams DMS-8303356 and ~~~-g6~~279. 
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duce some notation and definitions. In this paper, G is always a finite 
group and all cohomology is Tate group cohomology (e.g., [B, p. 1341). A 
G module U is called H’ trivial if H’(H, U) = (0) for all subgroups H s G. 
A faithful G module is one for which the map G + Aut, ( ) is an injection. 
A G lattice is a .Z[G] module finite generated free as a 2 module. A per- 
mutation G latice is one for which there is a Z basis closed under the G 
action. Of particular note is the permutation lattice Z[G/H] for a sub- 
group H; this lattice has a basis isomorphic (as a set) to the set of left 
cosets of H in G. The element u E Z[G/H] corresponding to H itself we call 
a canonical generator. If the integers Z are given the trivial G action, there 
is a G homomorphism Z[G/H] -+ Z that takes the canonical generator u 
to 1 E Z. We define Z[G/H] to be the kernel of this map. 
If U is any G module, and H c G a subgroup, then we set UH to be the 
subset of elements fixed by H. We let NH: U + UH denote the norm map 
NH(U)=C~TEH g(u). 1 H 1 will mean the order of H. If 0 E G, we set (0) to 
be the subgroup generated by 0. When H = (a) we will write UH as U”, 
NH as N,, and 1 H 1 as o(c). Note that this notation applies even if U has 
additional structure. In particular, if L is a field with a G action, LG will 
denote the subfield of invariant elements. 
In this paper, F will be a fixed algebraically closed field. All rings and 
fields will be F algebras, all maps F linear. In particular, all group actions 
will be the identity on F. For R a commutative ring (i.e., F algebra), R* 
denotes the multiplicative group of units of R. p g F* denotes the subgroup 
of roots of one. Of course, ,U is a torsion divisible group whose p Sylow 
subgroup, for p # char(F), is isomorphic to Q/Z,. For R a domain, q(R) 
is the field of fractions of R. Br(R) denotes the Brauer group of R (e.g., 
[DI]). For A/R Azumaya, we denote by [A] the class of A in the Brauer 
group. If S? R, then Br(S/R) denoted the subgroup of elements of Br(R) 
split by S. If L/K is a G Galois extension, it is well known that Br(L/K) 
is naturally isomorphic to the cohomology group H2(G, L*) (e.g., [Pi]). 
This isomorphism sends a class y E H*(G, L*) to the equivalence class 
[d(L/K, G, y)] of the crossed product algebra. If G is cyclic of order prime 
to the characteristic of F, such a crossed product can also be written as a 
“symbol algebra” (a, b)K, n where L = K(d’“). Recall that (a, b)K,n is 
generated by x and y where xn = a, y” = b, and xyx-‘y-r E F is a primitive 
n root of one (e.g., [M, p. 1441). We will also write (a, b), when no 
ambiguity is possible. 
Let K be a field with a discrete valuation v: K* -+ Z, valuation ring R, 
and residue field k. Let Br(R)’ and Br(K)’ denote the subgroups of the 
respective Brauer groups of order prime to the characteristic of F. 
(Br(R)’ = Br(R) if char(F) = 0). Set G, to be the absolute Galois group of 
k, that is, the Galois group of k in its separable closure. Consider the com- 
pletions R 2 R, K? K. There is a commutative diagram with exact rows 
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a “relative” version 
Next, let us define the “twisted” ~~~t~~~~~ative ~~ a~~~~t fields 
the subject of this paper. Define a p-extens~ over G to be an e 
0 4 jai 4 M, -3 iI4 4 0 of G modules, where is a kitlice. Hf we Ezrste 
extension as SI, then as indicated above M, wi%l always be the ~~~er~y~~~ 
module and M= M,/p the lattice. A xten~io~s will be a C 
module map that is the identity on p. I re two p-extensions 
then .@A+‘, will denote the amalgam 
is ag a p-extension. However, if IV is a G 
usual direct sum. 
For a G lattice M, let F[M] denote th 
an F algebra F[M ] has the form of a 
P[x,, . . . . x,,](l/xl . ..xn). If M, is a ,u-exte 
Fix this splitting, and so id 
e) of M,. There is a natural 
that is the identity on +. Sin 
dditively, exp is a “formal exponentiaY 
If d E G, define 4, : A4 -+ P[ qso(m) = exp(~(~)~. 
roperty of group algebras, there is an in 
+ F[M]. An easy exercise shows that b,q5 
if d,(f) for fE,f [A&]. In this way we hav 
such that exp(a(m)) = o(exp(m)). e call this the o! twisted 
action of G on F[M]. Of course, this action extends to one on 
E(M) = q(F[M]). The G invariant field on F(M) wiIl be written Fm(M)“~ 
This is the twisted multiplicative invariant field. Note that if a is Split, 
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F,(M)G is just the multiplicative invariant field F(M, G) defined and 
studied in [S2]. 
In [S2], the invariant fields were studied using the unramilied Brauer 
group whose definition we now recall, Let KZ F be a Field and consider the 
set of all discrete valuation rings R, with FE R g K and q(R) = K. Use the 
injection Br(R) + Br(K) to identify Br(R) with a subgroup of Br(K) and let 
the unramified Brauer group Br,(K) be the intersection of all such Br(R). 
Br,(K) detects nonrational fields because Br,(K) = Br(F) if K/F is so called 
retract rational (see [Sal). As F is algebraically closed, we have that if 
Br,(K) # (0) then K/F is not rational or even stably rational. 
Let M, be a p-extension over G. We will next quote certain facts 
proved in [S2] when CI is split, whose proof is exactly the same in this 
more general case. The composition H’(G, M,) + H2(G, F(M)*) E 
Br(F(M)/F,(A4)G) is an injection [S2, p. 2281. This allows us to identify 
H’(G, M,) with a subgroup of Br(F,(M)G). The unramilied Brauer group 
Br,(Fjr(M)G) lies in H*(G, M,) [S2, p. 2291, so it makes sense to define 
Ht(G, M,) = Br,(F,(M)‘). The goal of this paper is Theorem 12 which 
gives a description of Hi(G, M,) in terms of the cohomology of G and its 
subgroups. 
RESULT 
We begin our argument proper with a result whose endproduct will be 
that we will be able to restrict ourselves to the case M, is H’ trivial. Let 
us begin, however, with an application of a result of Endo and Miyata. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose M, G ND are ,u-extensions where N,JM, is a per- 
mutation lattice and M, is G faithful. Then F,(M)G is naturally a subfield of 
F,(N)G and FB(N)G/F,(M)G is rational. 
Prooj The inclusion of M, into N, induces an embedding F[M] g 
F[N] which is G invariant with respect to the LX and fl twisted actions. 
Taking fraction fields we can identify F(M) with a subfield of F(N). 
Taking invariant fields yields F,(M)G z Fp(N)“. Let a, + M,, . . . . M, + M, 
be a Z basis of ND/M, permuted by G. Set xi= exp(a,) E F(N) and 
I’= F(M) x1 + . . . + F(M) x, c F(N). Then V has a semilinear G action 
and F(N) = F(M)( V). By, e.g., [EMl, p. 161 the lemma is proved, 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let M, be a u-extension over G. 
(a) There is another p-extension Nfi such that M, E N,, N, is H’ 
trivial, and ND/M, is a permutation G lattice. 
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(b) If N, 2 M, is any p-extension sue 
G lattice and if M, is G faithful then H;(G, 
rooj (a) Assume PI& G is a subgroup and 11 EH1( 
cocylce y: N-+ M,. By [B, p. 611 E 
concretely, y corresponds to a 
1 -+ 0, where B(U) - u = y(0) for u th 
generator of Z[G/H]. In particular, y splits in N’. Since 
Y group WC G and any ~erm~tat~o~ 
perform 
) + M1(H’, N’) is a surjectio 
this construction again we hav 
P’ 3 0, where y and y’ map to 0 and P’ i 
Z[G/W]. However, Ext(Z[G/H’], Z[ 
‘, Z[G/H])) = (0) so P’ z Z[G/ 
eve construction we have a sequence O--p M,+Ng4P-+0 where 
“(G? ND) = (0) and P is a permutation lattice. 
FP(N)G/FJA4)G is rational, “) $v 
rt (b) now follows. E.6 
To continue our study of HZ, we next observe that this is a functor on 
e category of p-extensions over G. 
QPOSITION 3. Let J: M, + N, be a map of ,a-extensions. Then the 
induced nap f *: H”(G, M,) -+ W2(G, NAT) satisfies f*(Hi(G, M,)) c 
ffZ(@, Npj. 
Pp.ooJ Assume, to begin with, thatfis an injection. Then fin 
ding F(M) c F(N) that preserves the x and fl twisted G actions. 
may regard J?,(M)~ as a subfield of F,&N)G 
ted map Br(F,(M)G) + BF(F~(N)~) sends 
I-,(F~(N)~). The proposition follows in this case. 
To handle the general case, we first observe that there 
module P and an embedding M + P, where we recall that 
om(M, Z), there is a free F onto M’ and 
uit follows by taking Z duals again. 
-+ N, @ B by letting f’ be the sum of 
d the above argument 
H;(G, N, @ P) = H;(G, N,) 
Our next observation is the simple one t 
map. 
2 preserves the restriction 
LEMMA 4. Suppose HE G is a subgroup alzd is a p-exlcnsim 
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ouer G. Then the restriction map Res: H*(G, M,) -+ H*(H, M,) satisfies 
Res( Ht( G, M,)) 5 Ht(H, M,). 
ProoJ: There is a natural inclusion FJM)G EF,(M)~ that induces a 
map Br(FJ’,(M)G) + Br(F,(M)H). This map preserves the unramilied Brauer 
groups by L’S2 p. 2271. On the other hand, this map is just the restriction 
map on H2(G, M,) and the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
Our ultimate result will require a detailed investigation of the cohomol- 
ogy of rank 2 abelian p groups, which we proceed to give. Until stated 
otherwise, let G = (u) @ (7) be a rank 2 abelian p group. Denote the 
order of c by q and 7 by q’, where we may assume q&q’. Let M, be a 
p-extension. If y E H2(G, M,) is 0 when restricted to (0) and (z), we will 
say y is locally trivial. Assume M, is H’ trivial. In the following series of 
results, we will give some properties of locally trivial y in H’ trivial M,. 
Given such a y and M,, the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence (or 
[AW, p. 1011) implies that y is in the image under inflation of H2(G/(z), 
(M,)‘). Furthermore, this inflation map is injective. As H2(G/(z), 
wf,)‘) = w,wGwuY)~ we can associate to y a CE (M,)G that is 
unique module NJM;). That y is trivial when restricted to (G) implies 
that c=N,(m) for some WE M. We have 0 = (z- 1) c= N,((z- 1) m). 
Since M, is H’ trivial, (z - 1) m = (cr - 1) y1 for some n E M,. Set 
z = (7 - 1) m and call z an associated element for y. 
Note that if y and y’ are both locally trivial, and z and z’ are associated 
elements, then z + z’ is an associated element for yy’. Furthermore, suppose 
~=(7-1)m=(o-l)nforsomen,m~M,.Thenc=N,(m)isGinvariant 
and defines a y E H2(G, M,) in the image of H2(G/(z), (44,)“) which is 
locally trivial and has z as an associated element. The next result, by 
implication, describes how uniquely y defines z. But first, we must describe 
a certain submodule of M,. Let M* = (m E M, 1 rm E Z[G] M, for some 
nonzero integer r>. By construction, ME/M* is torsion free. Further, it is 
easy to see that AI* = {m E M, j N,(m) E p}. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be as above, M, an H’ trivial p-extension, and 
y E H2(G, M”) locally trivial. Let z be an associated element for y. Then 
z E I[G] M* if and only if y = 0. 
ProoJ: Suppose, first of all, that z= ((r- l)(u) + (7- l)(u) with u, 
zi E M*. As N,(z) = 0, N,(u) is c fixed. Since N&U) = p E p we have that 
p = N,(N,(u)) = qN,(u). Thus N,(u) = p’ E p. But p is divisible so there is a 
6 E p such that N,(6) = p’. We have N,(u - 6) = 0 and so u- 6 = (7 - l)(w) 
for some HEM,. But now (a-~)(u)=(c-l)(z.--)=(a--1)(7-i)(~). 
Similarly (t-l)(v)= (g- l)(t-- I)(w’). 
We have shown that if ZEZ[G] M*, then z= (c- 1)(7- l)(x) for some 
XE ut 2=(5-l)(m) so m-(a-l)(x)=m’ as f fixe 
c = ~~~~~) = N,(m’). That is, y is the image of the 0 element of 
1’)) and so y = 0. 
onversely, suppose y = 0. T en c= N,(d) fen- m’ 5 fixed. T 
that m=m+(a-l)(e) for some e an~ z= 
.E.D. 
The next result will show that if z tf IgTGj Adz has a particular 
image where z becomes a nonzero element 0; er to state the result, 
let A be the following “‘standard” g-extension, Choose p E ,ii of order q and 
0’ E p of order 4’. As an abelian grou 
generates the first “Z’ and b E A generat 
p-extension by specifying that p GA is a G su3 
r(a) = a, a(b) = 5, and z(b) 
sion O+p+A+AOZ+ 
exp(qa), exp(q’b) over E: I Z)” is rational over .F 
e “direct sum” of ~-~~te~s~o~s as de5ned 
e will actually construct a g: M, ($9 A 9 A with 
p E M*. By assumption ~4 embeds 
it with its image. As p is divisibte it is a 
* as an abelian group. Since z $ I[G] Ma, th 
group ~o~o~orpbis~ j? M*/I[G] M+ 3 
The map f can be conside 
identity on p. Let YE M* 
Note that pn Y= (0) 
so O=f(u)-u=p. It q 
A, Yn A = (0). That is, A -+ 
and we use this map to identify A 
0 N/A E M,IM* and 
A c/l and I[G] M, 
Let x1, ~,., s, E N be such that { 
(B- 1)(x,), (-c - l)(xi)sp, there are ri and si such that y,=xi+ r,a+s,ii? 
is C fixed. Ef B c N is the sub abelian group generated by the ;J;s, 
+A and BnA=(O). z A. A~to~etbe~~ we have a 
~-extension map g: .@A -+N-+A with o#g(z)E,Lk .-ED. 
ecause of Proposition 6 we are intemte in an equivalent way o? 
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expressing the condition ,U n I[G] M* = (0). In order to give this formula- 
tion, we consider H’(G, p). 
LEMMA 7. Let G be as above. 
(a) H’(G, ,u) is cyclic of order q’. 
(b) Let N c (o) be cyclic of order q/q’ and set G’ = G/N. Then the 
inflation map H2(G’, p) -+ H2(G, p) is an isomorphism. 
(c) Suppose y generates the image of H’(G, ,u) in H2(G, A). Then 
there is a p E p of order q’ which is an associated element for y. 
ProoJ: Since A/p is H’ trivial, H’(G, p) embeds in H’(G, A). Note that 
p has trivial Hz with respect to any cyclic group. Further, since 
A/p z 20 Z, H2(G, A/p) g Hom(G, 11) 0 Hom(G, p) and every locally 
trivial element of H’(A/p) is 0. It follows that H2(G, ,u) maps onto the 
subgroup of H2(G, A) of locally trivial elements. If z = (o. - l)(m) = 
(z - l)(n) E A, it follows that z EP has order dividing q’. Conversely, if 
p’ EP has order q’, p’ is the associated element for a locally trivial 
y E H2(G, A). If A, = {m E Al rmEI[G] A for some nonzero integer r}, 
then Z[G] A, = (0). Lemma 5 implies that y has order q’ and so (a) and (c) 
are proved. 
As for (b), let q generate N. Then AV = A’ is generated by .,Y, (q/q’) a, and 
6. Viewing H*(G, ,u) g H*(G, A) and H2(G’, ,u) c A’, both H2(G, p) and 
H’(G’, p) are generated by elements y, y’ with associated element p E ,u of 
order q’. Part (b) follows. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of the above, we have: 
PROPOSITION 8. Let G = (a) @ (z ) be as above. Suppose M, is an H’ 
trivial p-extension and M* c M, is as defined above. Then ,a n I[G] M, = 
(0) if and only if H2(G, p) + H’(G, M,) is an injection. 
Proof. Since M, is H’ trivial, there are a, b E M, such that a(a) - a E p 
has order q, z(b) - bEp has order q’, o(b) = b, and z(a) =a. In other 
words, A embeds in M,. If 0 # y E H’(G, p), the image of y in H’(G, M,) 
is locally trivial. Further, y has associated element 0 #p E p. If 
p n I[G] M* = (0), then p $ I[G] M* so by Lemma 5, y maps to a nonzero 
element and H’(G, p) + H’(G, M,) is injective. On the other hand, if y 
maps to 0 in H2(G, M,), p E p n I[G] M* and p n Z[G] M* # (0). 
Q.E.D. 
Let us end our consideration of locally trivial cohomology classes with 
an application of the above results. 
PROPQ~ITION 9. Let I? be a field with a complete discrete va~~~t~~~~. 
Assume k/K is a Galois extension of fields with Galois group G and G is an ^ 
abelian p group of rank 2. If L 2 L’z I? is such that L’/M is the maximal 
~~rarn~~ied subfield of E/i?, assume L’/I’? is a cyclic extension. Then 
2(G, p) + N2(G, L*) is an injection. 
Proof. Using Lemma 7(b), we may assume G 
and z b&h have order q. It follows that II. has t 
rime element and n a non-p &power unit. 
H2(G, L*) which it is easy to the is locally trivial with 
ent p E p of order q. li 
e observed in the intr 
(k), x((n, a),) has order proposition is proved. 
Q.E3 
e will now state and prove a key result of this 
irection of the description of HZJG, M,) 
Theorem 12. 
I we will give i.1: 
THEOREM 10. Assume F is algebraically closed of ~~a~acter~.~t~~ fp. Let 
G be an abelian p group of rank 1 or 2. Suppose is a faithful p-exiension 
‘(6, p) -+ N2(G, M,) is an injection. Then 
First, note that by Proposition 2 we may 
we deal with the cyclic case in the next lem 
LEMMA 11. Suppose G is cyclic and M, is as above. Then FJMj” 5 
retract rational so H:(G, M,) = (Cl). 
emark. iIf G is cyclic: N2(G, p) = (0) e injectivity condition is 
vacuous. 
Proof of Lemma. et G= (a) have or 
y the H’ trivialit 
a(a) -a = p. Denote by B the submodule of M, genera 
have an extension Q-+~-+B--+Z 
x=exg(qa). In addition, B is H’ an 
p. %5?]. It follows that M, = 
s N is H’ trivial, N 
Let L be the subfiel 
Then LG = F,(Z)“, L/LG is G Galois, and F( 
action of G c9n L(N) is the untwiste 
retract rational by [Sl, p 1891, so 
statement follows from [S2, p. 2273. 
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Proof of Theorem. Let G be as in the theorem and suppose 
0 # y E Hi(G, M,). By the above lemma, we may assume G is not cyclic. By 
Lemmas 4 and 11, y is locally trivial. Let z E M, be an associated element. 
By Proposition 6, there is a h-extension map g: M, + A with 0 #g(z) E p. 
By Proposition 3, g*(y)E Hi(G, A). Since I[G] A* = (0), g*(y) is non- 
trivial. However, Hz(G, A) = (0) because if p is the extension 
0 --f p -+ A -+ Z@ Z + 0, F&Z@ Z)” is rational over 2. This contradiction 
proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
We are ready to state and prove the main theorem of this note, a 
description of Hi(G, M,). 
THEOREM 12. Let G be a finite group of order prime to the characteristic 
of F. Let r be the set of all subgroups H of G such that H is abelian of 
rank 1 or 2 and H2(H, p) -+ H2(H, M,) is an injection. Then 
ff:(G M,)= (-) k ernel(Res: H2(G, M,) -+ H2(H, M,)). (3) 
HEI- 
ProoJ: If H is an abelian group and H, c H is its p Sylow subgroup, H, 
is a direct summand of’H. Hence H2( H,, N) is isomorphic to the p primary 
part of H2(H, N) for any H module N. It follows that HE r if and only if 
H, E r for all p. Because of Lemma 4, in order to show that Hz(G, M,) is 
contained in (3) it suffices to show that for HE r, Hz(H, M,) = (0). But by 
Theorem 10, Hi(H,, M,) = (0) for each p Sylow subgroup H, of H, which 
proves the result for H. 
Conversely, suppose Res(y) = (0) for all restriction maps Res: H2(G, M,) 
-+ H2(H, M,) and all HE& but y $ Hi(G, M,). Then there is a discrete 
valuation ring R with Fc Rz F,(M)G, q(R) = F,(M)G, and y $ Br(R). For 
convenience, set K= F,(M)G. Denote by l? the completion of R and 
k= q(d). Then F(M) OK k is a direct sum of finitely many copies of a field 
L 2 $ where L/I? is Galois with Galois group Jc G. L is, of course, the 
completion of F(M) with respect o one of the extensions of R. Denote by 
6 the image of y in Br(k). As F(M) splits y, L splits 6. Thus 6 E Br(L/k) 
which we identify with H2(J, L*). The map H2(G, M,) -+ H2(J, L*) is 
easily seen to be the composition 
H2(G, M,) L H2(J, M,) - H2(J, L*) 
Let L’/i? be the maximal unramified subfield of L/I?. If N is the Galois 
group of L/L’, then from the discussion in [Fr, p. 291 it follows that N is 
a cyclic central subgroup of J. Since y restricts to 0 in H2(N, M,), 6 is in 
Br(L’/k). As y # Br(R), it follows from Diagram (1) in the Introduction 
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r(B). If S’ c L’ is the extension of 
sequence (2) from the Introduction. Since 6 # 
BNEJ/N such that x(s)(aN) #O. Let Hc J be t 
N and CT. Then H is rank 1 or 2 abelian. Bbvio 
is nonzero. Mence the restriction of y to P-I is nonzero. 
sition 9 applies to L/L” and 
follows that H*(H, ,u) + HZ 
is contradiction proves the result. 
Let us close with two applications of 
improve on Theorem 2.8 of [S2]. 
COROLLARY 13. Let G be a finite group of order prime to the charac- 
teristic oj” F. Let p be a prime dividing / G I . Choose P c G a Sylow p sub- 
group of order, say, q. Suppose A4 is a G ~a~t~~~~ Lattice such that 
has an element of order q. If P is not abelian of rank 1 
) Z (0), so F(M)G/F is not retract rational and hence not stably 
rational. 
he point of our last application is to illustrate how t 
;I-extensions behave significantly differently from the “unt 
G=(B)@(Z) be an abelian group 
general, but let us keep it simple). Let p E p have order p 
extension over Z[ ( CT)] defined in the proof of Lemm 
extension C, = B Q Z[ (5)] and let c E C, corres to a canonical 
generator of Z[ (CT ) 1. We define a p-extension CT:, 
subject to the relations o(b) = b, z(b) = b + p; and 
roposition 2 to form a p-extension D 
is a permutation lattice, and D, is 
associated lattice. 
c = (a - 1) z for some z E D,. Furtherm 
= p. It follows that the map H2(G, pi) 
ition, F,(Q)G is rational, as the foll 
First of all, let cx be the extension 
sly rational of dimension 1 over F. 
1. An easy exercise shows that F6(C’)G i 
rational by Lemma 1 again. 
be any G lattice. By the 
t Hi(G, D,QM)r (EC 
-+ H2(H, M) for Hc G cyclic). In 
) has an element of order p2. Thus there is a p-exeexkoc 
unramified HZ even if G is abelian of rank 2. Note that by 
Theorem 12, the unramified H2 of a split p-extension (t at is, a lattice as 
in [S2]) must be 0. Finally it is curious, but perhaps not significant, that 
481:133/2-20 
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the following holds. Recall that if L/K is G Galois, and A4 is as above, then 
L(M)G is the function field of the algebraic torus defined over K split by 
L with dual A4. Then Hi(G, D,@M) is just Br,(L(M)G/Br(LG). In other 
words, L(M)G and F&D ~73M)~ have equal Brauer group obstructions to 
rationality. 
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